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JUDGMENT

1.     The prosecution case in  brief  as  stated in the FIR is  that  on

09.04.2013  at  about  10  PM  a  theft  took  place  in  section  No.1  of

Samdang T.E. one accused Rajkumar Sawashi was caught by the garden

chowkider and recovered 40 kgs of fresh tea leaves from the possession

of the accused. When the accused was interrogated he admitted his

guilt and stated that he was along with other associates named as Tulsi

Mahato, Sunil Nayak, Drijoi Mohan, Sohan Hore and Suraj Mura. On the

following  day of  the  incident  the  other  associates  had  came to  the

office of T.E. and admitted the guilt.

2. On the basis of aforesaid FIR, police registered a case as Doom

Dooma  PS  Case  No.140/2013.  Police  investigated  the  case  and  on

completion  of  investigation  submitted  charge-sheet  against  the

accused U/S 379 of IPC.



3. The case against other accused Bijay Mohan, Suhan Goraik, Suraj

Mura @ Ajay,  Tulshi Mahato, Sunil Nayak, Deb Mura, Mangal Chowtal

and Bishnu Mahato was disposed of where the aforesaid accused were

got acquitted vide judgment and order dated 26.06.2018.

4. On appearance of the accused Bhootnath Bagh, in Court, copies

of relevant documents were furnished to him as required U/S 207 of Cr.

P. C. Considering the relevant documents and hearing both the parties

sufficient ground is found to presume that the accused had committed

offence  U/S-  379  IPC.  Accordingly  charge  framed,  read  over  and

explained to him to which the accused pleaded not guilty and claimed

to be tried.

5. During trial the prosecution has examined six witnesses and also

adduced two documentary evidence.

6. At  the  close  of  the  prosecution  evidence,  examination  of  the

accused  U/S  313  of  the  Cr.P.C.  has  been  dispensed  with  as  no

incriminating  circumstance  appeared  against  him in  the  prosecution

evidences.  Defence  side  has  adduced  no  evidence  and  plea  of  the

defence is of total denial. 

7. After perusing the records, considering the materials produced,

hearing the arguments of the learned counsels for both the sides and

the  accused  the  following  points  are  taken  as  POINTS  FOR

DETERMINATION:

i. Whether on 09.04.2013 the accused had dishonestly taken away the

fresh tea leaves from Samdang T.E.  without the consent of  the tea

garden authority?



DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:

Point (i):

8. PW 1 who is the informant of this case has stated that the night

chowkider  of  their  tea  estate  with  Tufan  Kishan  and two others  had

apprehended one thief in the section 1 of their tea garden as he was

stealing the fresh tea leaves. When the thief named Rajkumar Sawashi

was  interrogated  he  stated  that  Tushi  Mahato,  Chauhan  Hare,  Sunil

Nayak and few others were with him and on the following day the other

accused had admitted their guilt. They recovered 40 kg of tea leaves

contained in 3 nylon bags. During his cross examination PW 1 stated

that he is working as a Welfare Officer in Samdang T.E. and had to look

after 230 (approx) hectors of  area of the said T.E. He came to know

about  the  incident  at  10  PM  on  being  informed  by  a  staff  named

Prasenjit Kakoty. The night chowkiders had caught the thief.  The thief

was brought before him on the following day at about 6-6:30 AM and the

rest of the thief came to him at about 6:30 AM.

9. PW 2 to PW 6 who were the night chowkiders of Samdang T.E. at

the time of incident they were on their duty. They stated that in the year

2013  one  thief  named  Rajkumar  Sawashi  was  nabbed  by  them and

could  recovered  40  kgs  of  green  tea  leaves  from the  possession  of

Rajkumar  Sawashi  and  the  same  was  informed  to  the  Manager  of

Samdang T.E.

10. These are the evidences adduced by the prosecution side. From

these evidences it is seen that what is found against the accused is that

PW 1 had stated  that  Rajkumar  Sanyashi  told  before him that  Tulshi

Mahato, Chauhan Hare, Sunil Nayak and few others were his accomplish

and they had also admitted their guilt before PW 1. however, even if the

accused  admitted  the  guilt  before  PW  1  this  is  an  extra  judicial

confession and as such is not admissible. The accusation on the basis of

statement of Rajkumar Sanyashi is nothing but accusation on the basis

of  hearsay  evidences.  This  is  also  not  admissible.  Apart  from  that



nothing is found against the accused Bhootnath Bagh from the evidence

of all the PWs. Hence, I hold that the prosecution has failed to establish

that on 09.04.2013 the accused  Bhootnath Bagh had dishonestly taken

away the fresh tea leaves from Samdang T.E. without the consent of the

tea garden authority.

Hence point no. (i) is decided negative.

11.   From  the  above  discussions  I  come  to  the  conclusion  that

prosecution has failed to establish the allegations against the accused.

Hence the accused Bhootnath Bagh is  acquitted from the case.  The

seized fresh tea leaves be  returned to the real owner in due course of

law. I set the accused in liberty forthwith.

Given under my hand and the seal of this Court on this 25th day

of March, 2019

(C. Khanikar)

Additional Chief Judicial Magistrate, 

Tinsukia



A P P E N D I X

Witnesses for the prosecution: 

P.W. 1: Sri Rahul Gogoi, the informant

P.W. 2: Sri Sanjay Bhowmij

P.W. 3: Sri Ajay Kundu

P.W. 4: Sri Ajit Nayak

P.W. 5: Sri Shankar Bawri

P.W. 6: Sri Joy Tanti

                                                  

Witness for the defence:

Nil

Exhibit:

1. FIR ……..  Ext. 1

2. Seizure List …...... Ext. 2

(C. Khanikar)

Additional Chief Judicial Magistrate, 

Tinsukia


